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DEPARTMENT: 

 

EXAM BOARD: 

 

NAME & DATE OF EXAMS: 

Advanced Exam Information 

EXAM 1 - Component 1 

Paper title: Philosophy of Religion and Ethics.  

3 hours 

Eight compulsory questions 

 

Section A: Philosophy 

Two AO1 10 mark Qs 

Two AO2 15 marks Qs 

Section B: Ethics 

Two AO1 10 mark Qs 

Two AO2 15 marks Qs 

  

EXAM 2 - Component 2 

Paper title: Christianity and Dialogues 

3 hours 

 

RS 

A LEVEL 

9 June 

Exam for A-level Religious Studies Paper 1 (7062/1) June 2022 series 
Start time: am 
Duration: 3h 

21 June 

Exam for A-level Religious Studies Paper 2 (options A to E) (7062/2A to 2E) June 2022 series 
Start time: am 
Duration: 3h 
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Four compulsory questions 

Two questions with a choice 

Section A: Christianity  

Two compulsory AO1 10 mark Qs 

Two compulsory AO2 15 marks Qs 

Section B: Philosophy Dialogues  

Christianity + Philosophy dialogues question 25 marks 

Section C: Ethics Dialogues 

Christianity + Ethics dialogues question 25 marks 

 

As such, the exam board has given us some indication of what will be on the exams, to help 

us target revision and our final teaching time.  

 

What this tells us 

If knowledge from topics that aren’t listed is relevant to a question, you can use it.  

Particularly when answering the Dialogues questions you could draw on knowledge from 

anywhere in the course. This means no topic can be completely written off.  

We are in the position of being able to tell you which topic to emphasise in revision, but 

because of the Dialogues questions we advise that when revising for the actual A-Level, you 

do not ignore any topic completely.  The task is one of intelligent prioritisation. 

What this tells us 

These are the topics that questions on Paper 1 (Philosophy and Ethics) will be taken from.  

We have a high degree of confidence that questions outside these topics will not be asked 

on Paper 1.  

 Missing topics are: Self, Death and Afterlife #2; Evil + Suffering; Meta-ethics; Conscience; 

Bentham and Kant.  

However, there are indications that some of these may be in the Dialogues. 

What this tells us 

These are the topics that questions in the first half of Paper 2 (Christianity and Dialogues) 

will be taken from.  

We have a high degree of confidence that questions outside these topics will not be asked in 

the first half of Paper 2.  
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 Missing topics are: Concept of God; S,D+Afterlife; Expressions of Religious Identity; 

Christianity and Science; Christianity and Secularisation; Religion, Migration + Pluralism.  

However, many of these will be necessary for the Dialogues. 

What this tells us 

Dialogues questions aren’t set on particular topics, instead they require you to bring in 

information from all over the course. However, Dialogues questions do still have a focus. 

So they’re not telling us specifically what topics the Dialogues questions will be about, but 

they are telling us the focus of the questions.  

For the Philosophy dialogues, it looks like the important topics will be: Self, Death and 

Afterlife #1 AND #2; Sources of Wisdom and Authority; Religion, Migration and Pluralism; 

Arguments for the Existence of God; Religion and Science; Religious Language; Evil + 

Suffering.  

What this tells us 

The same applies here. We are talking about likely focuses of questions, not questions set 

on specific topics.  

For the Ethics dialogues, it looks like the important topics will be: Bentham and Kant; virtue 

ethics; Human and animal life and death issues; theft and lying; Christianity, gender and 

sexuality; Religion and Science; Sources of Wisdom and Authority.  

Arguments for the existence of God 

Religious Experience 

Religious Language 

Miracles 

Self, Death and Afterlife #2 

Ethics 

Normative Ethical Theories 

The application of Natural Moral Law, situation ethics and virtue ethics to issues of non-

human life and death 

Free Will and Moral Responsibility. 

Note: even with the reduced content, there will still be topics in the above lists that do not 

have questions set on them in the mock.  

New plans 

2) The information that they’ve given us for Paper 2 allows us to have a really good guess at 

what will be on the actual exam.  
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For this reason, we will definitely have a third mock on Paper 2 (Christianity and Dialogues) 

because missing a chance to have a trial-run at the paper would be insane. 

This will also allow us to practice the Dialogues question format.  

Arguments for the Existence of God 

Religious Experience  

Religious Language  

Miracles  

Normative ethical theories (NET) 

NET application to non-human life+death 

Free Will  

Sources of Wisdom + Authority 

Good conduct + Key Moral Principles 

Christianity, Gender + Sexuality 

N.E.T. application to human life+death (genetic engineering); theft + lying 

Self, Death and Afterlife #1 + #2 

Christianity and Science 

Christianity, Migration and Religious Pluralism  

Meta-ethics 

Conscience  

Concept of God  

Evil and suffering 

Expressions of religious identity 

Christianity and Secularisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


